Protect our environment and
share its wonder with the world!
Responsible nature-based tourism supports the preservation of mother nature
Those who have been
destroying their very own
'source of life' to satisfy
their unending desires
have learnt a bitter lesson
that has affected the
entire world.
Environmental
degradation has taken a
toll on our lives
irrespective of country
borders and nationalities.
Having been confronted
with mother nature's wrath
at a rate in different
shapes and forms
- animal
transmitted
diseases,
landslides,
pandemics,
cyclones,
flash floods,
famines,

breakdown
of rain
cycles,
tsunamis human beings
have finally
realized that
haphazard
environmental
degradation could cause
grave repercussions for
the entire planet. As a
result people are now
trying their hand at every
possible way to get closer
to nature again - to feel
the pulse of it; and to
enjoy the wonder of
nature!
Nature-based tourism – also known as ecotourism – is definitely the finest way to enjoy
the beauty of nature in its pristine purity! The

outstanding feature of nature-based tourism is
its equal emphasis on environmental
conservation while enjoying its beauty. Project
Director Anura Sathurusinghe of the
Ecosystem Conservation and Management
Project (ESCAMP) opines that a portion of
nature-based tourism income should be
prudently used for environmental conservation
as well as to uplift the living conditions of
people in the vicinity of the forests
being conserved.
Importantly,
ecotourists are generally
from
affluent
backgrounds and
Sri Lanka has a
h u ge

enable tourists to feel the pulse of nature ,and
highly knowledgeable expert guides maintain
the high expectations of nature-based tourists
who are eager to get the best out of each tour.
Nature interpretation and research are also
two major components of Eco tourism, and
ESCAMP is actively involved in developing
these areas in addition to
providing
infrastructure; creating herbal gardens;
launching programmes highlighting the
features of Sri Lanka's authentic traditional
village; and getting tourists involved in
village activities such as tea plucking,
reaping paddy harvest, and
canoeing, etc.
Former Conservator General
of Forests Anura Sathurusinghe
further mentions that ESCAMP
is keen to promote the ‘home-stay concept’ in
order to familiarise tourists with the village
and its inhabitants in order to make their tour
more meaningful and memorable.
"We are in the process of developing
infrastructure facilities in villages bordering
Sinharajah, Knuckles, Hurulu, and Galoya
forest reserves, to promote nature-based
tourism. We are already supporting them to
build good-quality hygienic washrooms
attached to each village home."
"Tourists will be provided with unique
opportunities such as night safaris,
overnight stays at chena
huts
(pal

Laws alone
cannot
protect the
environment;
each individual
needs to
develop a
'personal'
relationship
with fauna and
flora

opportunity
to
capture
this market while
already possessing a few
private eco-friendly five-star
super luxury hotels with dense forests
on all sides. Knowledgeable tourist guides
attached to these hotels are ever ready to
enlighten keen tourist on the many aspects of
nature. These tourist guides are experts on
their respective subject areas including
intricate animal behaviour and their habitats.
The expansion nature-centric hotels that

This is an ideal
opportunity to
showcase the true
Sri Lankan spirit
- its simplicity,
hospitality and
amazing ability to
coexist with nature.

rekeema), and exposure to cultural events and
so on. Villagers are encouraged to make the
stay pleasant by offering tourists traditional
food items - hapala, wandu, tea with jaggery or
a glass of beli flower drink."
"We intend to uplift the village economy by
promoting traditional high-quality food

prepared by villagers. Tourists will thus be
exposed to authentic, Sri Lankan village life in
its true form and simplicity. This is an ideal
opportunity to showcase our true Sri Lankan
spirit – simplicity, hospitality and the ability to
coexist with nature," explains Sathurusinghe.
"At the moment nature-based tourism

projects
are
mostly
sponsored by Sri
Lanka’s
private
sector. But the forest
land – including its fauna and flora
– legally belongs to the Government.
Hence both the State and private sector as
well as villagers should get actively involved in
eco-tourism projects because it is the
responsibility of any ruling government to
conserve these natural habitats while using
them as major income earners."
He emphasises that ESCAMP is dedicated
to promote nature-friendly eco-tourism by
providing assistance to village communities
through the Government.
Concepts such as ‘canopy walkways’ that
provide pedestrian access to forests can be
introduced in Sri Lanka. Since the Government
has the ability to launch such concepts, what
ESCAMP does is to make suggestions and
provide assistance when required."
ESCAMP is currently involved in producing
posters, handouts, booklets and sign boards
that promote responsible eco-tourism, while
also maintaining sign boards, promoting
infrastructure facilities, storing handouts and
training tourist guides.
"I would like to emphasise that tourists too
have a huge responsibility to enjoy the
environment without polluting it," concludes
Sathurusinghe.
To achieve success, firstly all of us should
join hands to protect our environment. Laws
alone cannot do it. Each individual
needs to develop
a
'personal

relationship’ with fauna and flora. A forest is a
treasure trove. We should handle nature-based
tourism prudently as a nation to achieve its
maximum economic benefits for this to be a
success story. Let's feel and conserve the
environment to ensure that nature friendly
eco-tourism flourishes!
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